You can discover more about a person in an hour of play than in a year of conversation.

– Plato
We are artists, educators, engineers, and creative whiz kids who are constantly striving to improve upon what we do. We know how to make safe and memorable learning environments—from engaging graphics that grab visitors’ attention to exhibits that survive thousands of pulls, twists, openings and closings. Through partnership and collaboration, we help our clients create the very best learning environments for their audiences.

KidZibits is an innovative exhibit company that specializes in designing and building children’s museums and nature center exhibits. Imaginative, playful and open-ended, our designs inspire meaningful connections between people and the places they visit.

Location, History, Size & Capabilities
Since our establishment in 2000, KidZibits has grown from a small group of enthusiastic individuals to a national company. We employ a staff of 13 employees and a generous pool of skilled contract designers and fabricators. With annual sales of $2 million, we work from a 15,000 square foot fabrication facility located in the Longfellow-Seward neighborhood of Minneapolis, MN.
Background and Experience

Our designs reflect the latest research on how visitors learn and interact with their environment and with each other. Through research, collaboration and creative brainstorming, we develop exhibits that reflect the needs of our clients and visitors alike.

Selected Clients
Cascade Meadow Wetlands and Environmental Science Center, Rochester, MN
Children’s Museum of Eau Claire, Eau Claire, WI
Children’s Museum of Fond du Lac, Fond du Lac, WI
Children’s Museum of South Dakota, Brookings, SD
Delaware Children's Museum, Wilmington, DE
Discovery World, Milwaukee, WI
Environmental Learning Center, Vero Beach, FL
Great Lakes Aquarium, Duluth, MN
International Crane Foundation, Baraboo, WI
Lebanon Hills Visitor Center, Eagan, MN
Louisiana Children's Museum, New Orleans, LA
Mid-Michigan Children's Museum, Saginaw, MI
Minnesota Children’s Museum, St. Paul, MN
Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul, MN
Minnesota Landscape Arboretum, Chanhassen, MN
Mount Pleasant Discovery Museum, Mount Pleasant, MI
National Eagle Center, Wabasha, MN
San Antonio Children's Museum, San Antonio, TX
Schlitz Audubon Nature Center, Milwaukee, WI
Science Museum of Minnesota, Saint Paul, MN
Wood Lake Nature Center, Richfield, MN
We understand how kids think, how they play and how they learn. Our exhibits put kids first by creating safe, memorable learning environments that engage their bodies and minds in discovery.
Our exhibits engage children and families in hands-on science learning. We can transform your content, messages and scientific principles into accessible experiences that invite visitors to explore the phenomena of our world.
kidZib!ts creates...

...exhibits that really move.

Good exhibits invite full-body participation to understand cause and effect. Years of experience have taught us how to create complex mechanical interactives that will survive thousands of pulls, pokes, twists, openings, and closings.
We pride ourselves on the design and craftsmanship of our water exhibits, which make essential experiences for children's museums and science centers. Whether you want to explain the physics of canals or just experiment with bubbles, we can help.
Getting out into nature is important for the whole family. We create exhibits that open the door for people to feel comfortable in the natural world. Our exhibits help visitors see and understand what they see.
We’ve worked on some of the most successful traveling exhibits on the road today. Our team can help you with venue management, booking, contracts and travel arrangements, as well as staff training and exhibit maintenance. We know the key to making both host museums and visitors happy.
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